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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a simple yet effective method for anomaly detection in natural scene
images improving natural scene text detection and recognition. In the last decade, there has been significant
progress towards text detection and recognition in natural scene images. However, in cases where there
are logos, company symbols, or other decorative elements for text, existing methods do not perform well.
This work considers such misclassified components, which are part of the text as anomalies, and presents
a new idea for detecting such anomalies in the text for improving text detection and recognition in natural
scene images. The proposed method considers the result of the existing text detection method as input for
segmenting characters or components based on saliency map and rough set theory. For each segmented
component, the proposed method extracts feature from the saliency map based on density, pixel distribution,
and phase congruency to classify text and non-text components by exploring a fuzzy-based classifier.
To verify the effectiveness of the method, we have performed experiments on several benchmark datasets of
natural scene text detection, namely, MSRATD-500 and SVT. Experimental results show the efficacy of the
proposed method over the existing ones for text detection and recognition in these datasets.

INDEX TERMS Natural scene detection, natural scene text recognition, rough set, saliency, fuzzy logic,
anomaly text classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have focused on scene text detection and
recognition using deep learning [1], [2], beating the previ-
ous state-of-the-art methods and becoming practically useful.
However, when it comes to scene text associated with sym-
bols, logos, or non-text components that share text properties,
the performance of such methods degrade [1], [2]. Since
these situations are pretty common in real natural scenes, this
work focuses on the improvement in these areas. We consider
such components as anomalies because these components are
unexpected and are not related to the normal text. As such
components are introduced to the bounding boxes along with
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text components, text detection performance degrades, result-
ing in poor recognition performance.

Furthermore, text recognition degrades if the extracted
features clash with those non-text components due to shared
attributes. This makes sense because the non-text compo-
nents’ shapes may be similar to the alphabets’ shapes. There-
fore, separating anomalies from text is challenging and is
essential for detecting and recognizing text in images. As a
result, non-text components must be distinguished from text
components by assessing local information and determining
precise bounding boxes. This results in a good performance
in text detection and recognition as well.

The main impact of the contribution of this paper is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The information of the characters and
the affinity among characters are used in Character Region
Awareness for Text Detection (CRAFT) [3] to detect the text.
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Differentiable Binarization Network (DBNet) [1] does bina-
rization (during segmentation) for detecting the text. Both do
not find precise bounding boxes in the two different scenes,
as depicted in Fig. 1(a). It can be noticed that decorative non-
text components and the symbols(both are called anomalies
in this work) cause poor text detection. CRNN [2] does not
recognize the text correctly from such detected bounding
boxes. In the example of Fig. 1(b), characters in red color
indicate improper recognition. With this scenario, it is logical
to argue that current text detection and identification sys-
tems have a fault in detecting and recognizing accurate text.
As shown in Fig. 1(c), the bounding boxes can be precisely
detected and get good recognition performance. This is the
motivation for proposing a newmethod for anomaly detection
from the result of text detection. It is based on text and
non-text component classification, as demonstrated in exam-
ple findings in Fig. 1(c). The anomalies were successfully
removed in all four cases, and the recognition results were
corrected using the same procedure. As a result, this research
aims to provide a new method for detecting anomalies in text
detection results.

II. RELATED WORK
Deep learning models are used in most of the methods to
achieve the desired results. A text detection in natural scene
images using character region awareness was proposed by
Baek et al. [3]. To detect the text in the images, the method
extracts information at the character level as well as the rela-
tionships between the characters. Similarly, Wang et al. [4]
proposed a text detection method based on progressive scale
expansion network. A segmentation-based detector with mul-
tiple predictions for each text instance in the images is used in
the text detection process. Liao et al. [1] proposed a differen-
tiable binarization network-based method for text detection
in natural scene images. Several thresholding techniques for
binarization are used in the methods, which result in the
segmentation of text from the input images. Wang et al. [5]
proposed a method based on two-stage network architectures
for scene text in the wild. Quadrilateral regression algorithms
are proposed for generating quadrilaterals in this method. The
method’s performance is improved by pooling weighted ROI
data.

Zhu and Du [6] proposed an instance segmentation-based
method for scene text detection. The method focuses on
separating text from non-text regions by determining the
text center direction. It entails determining the relation-
ship between the text border and the text center in order
to detect text in images. A multi-scale context-aware fea-
tures aggregation-based method for text detection in natural
scene photos was proposed by Dai et al. [7]. Based on text-
related features, the method creates an enhancement module.
An arbitrarily shaped scene text detection using a mask tight-
ness text detector was proposed by Liu et al. [8]. It predicts
pixel-wise masks based on polygonal boundary information.
It then achieves mutual promotion by incorporating a branch
for each text region’s polygonal boundary.

FIGURE 1. Illustrating the need for defect detection to improve text
recognition and text detection performances.

In summary, the methods described above recognize the
natural scene text by employing several deep learningmodels.
However, isolated characters, symbols, and non-text com-
ponents with the same appearance as text characters add
difficulties in detection and recognition. Context information
(high-level features) are necessary in most deep learning
models in order to achieve better results. However, when the
scene text contains single characters and non-text compo-
nents, the algorithms lose context information, resulting in
poor performance.

For enhancing text detection performance, some
approaches combine feature extraction and deep learning.
Roy et al. [9] suggested an approach for recognizing text from
multiview natural sceneries based on Delaunay triangulation.
Nag et al. [10] proposed detecting text in sports photographs
by combining features and deep learning. The method’s
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primary focus is to find text in the marathon and sports video
images. The approach can recognize isolated characters, but
it is limited to images with humans in them.

Similarly, an arbitrarily oriented text detection in low light
natural scene photos was proposed by Xue et al. [11]. The
approach detects text candidates using MSER and the cloud
of line distribution principle and then employs CNN for text
detection. According to the review of available approaches,
detecting and recognizing isolated character and non-text
components that look as text is neglected.

There are various powerful approaches for recognition that
explore deep learning models, like text detection approaches.
Shi et al. [2] suggested a scene text recognition with an
end-to-end deep network. To achieve a high recognition rate,
the method includes feature extraction and sequence model-
ing. For online handwriting recognition, Carbune et al. [12]
proposed using an LSTM deep network. The approach is
limited to handwriting recognition rather than scene text
recognition. The method’s model, on the other hand, can
detect scene text. A multi-branch guided attention network to
recognize scene text was proposed byWang and Liu [13]. The
method is based on the mutual guidance mechanism notion.
Zhang et al. [14] suggested a scene text recognition with a
scale-aware hierarchical attention network. The method is
based on the pyramidal structure of deep convolutional neural
networks, which aids in extracting flexible receptive fields
and abundant spatial semantic features.

Lee et al. [15] proposed a 2D self-attention network-based
technique for scene text recognition. The method extracts
the dependencies between word tokens in a sentence. This
helps to extract 2D spatial dependencies between two char-
acters in a scene text image. Long et al. [16] presented a
character anchor pooling approach for scene text recognition.
With this step, the method gathers more vital information for
recognizing text in the images. Shang et al. [17] suggested a
character awareness network-based technique for scene text
recognition. A 2D character attention is used in the model,
which boosts foreground text instances based on character
awareness.

However, while the methods handle many of the issues of
scene text identification, they produce poor results when text
loses context information, particularly when text comprises
language that looks like symbols. As a result, we may con-
clude that text detection and recognition algorithms are still
not optimal for achieving improved results inmany situations.

As a result, this work provides a new way to overcome
the limitations of existing methods, resulting in improved text
detection and identification performance. Motivated by local
pixel information rather than the shape of text components,
we explore pixel density and distribution-based features for
detecting anomaly components in the text. Since the shapes
of the anomaly component share with the text components,
sometimes the extracted features may lose discriminative
power and results in uncertainty. To remove uncertainty and
strengthen the feature extraction, a fuzzy-based classifier for
the classification of anomalies in the text has been considered

FIGURE 2. Proposed Work for anomaly detection.

here. Before extracting features, the proposed method uses
a saliency map to enhance the fine details in the image and
explore rough set theory for the classification of foreground
and background information of the images. This results in
component segmentation from text detection results. The way
the proposed method combines saliency, rough set theory,
and fuzzy concept for successful classification of anomaly
components is novel and this is the main contribution of this
work.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
This research aims to enhance the detected text by removing
all the noise attached to it, this step will play major role
in enhancing the accuracy of the text recognition. The pro-
posed method consists of two stages, namely (i) segmenting
components, which include anomaly component also from
the text, and (ii) classifying anomaly component from the
text components. The anomaly components may confuse the
text due to the similar shape. The local information makes
difference there. Motivated by this observation, we propose
to obtain saliency for the text, which enhances the fine
details in the images [18]–[20]. When the fine details of
edges are enhanced, the proposed method uses a rough set
approach as the knowledge discovery using granular infor-
mation [18] for separating foreground (character edges) and
background. This results in a binary image of the input
image. The use of a rough set is to deal with vague, impre-
cise, inconsistent, and uncertain knowledge introduced by the
saliency map. The binary results are used to segment text
components.

It is observed that the intensity distribution in the generated
salient map and angular information of pixels make differ-
ence between text and anomaly component. With this notion,
we propose to use phase congruency [21] for extracting angu-
lar information, pixel density, and distribution for classifying
anomaly components from each segmented component. The
extracted features are fed fuzzy rule-based classifier [22]
for anomaly component detection. The block diagram of the
proposed method can be seen in Fig. 2, where it considers the
result of existing text detection method [1]–[3] as input for
anomaly text detection in this work.
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A. SEGMENTATION STAGE
a pyramid of different 8 grey-levels images is calculated with
ratio of one-quarter of the previous one. As a later stage,
the differences among centers are calculated as an across-
scale difference between coarse and fine scales. The value of
s from 2-4 are used to define fine scales, while the values
of s from 5-8 are used to define coarse scales. An across-
scale difference is calculated by scaling the coarse-scale into
the fine-scale and then executing pixel by pixel subtraction.
The system calculates on-center and off-center differences
in the three images that shows the scales from 2-4. Centers
are represented as a pixel and two surrounding values (σ ) are
used: 3 and 7, based on the work of [19]. Therefore, 12 inten-
sity submaps are generated. The process of calculating these
submaps is as follows: at first center and surround are defined
and then every pixel of each intensity submap is calculated as
defined in Equation (1).

ints,σ (x, y)=max{center (x, y, s)−surround (x, y, s, σ ) , 0}

(1)

where s ∈ {2, 3, 4} represents the image scale, σ ∈ {3, 4} the
surround.

Next, an on-center intensity map is calculated. This is
obtained by scaling the six on-center intensity submaps into
the largest scale, and then summing pixel by pixel as defined
in Equation (2). The above process outputs saliency for the
input images as shown in Fig. 3, where we can see text lines
with anomaly components and respective saliency maps. It is
observed from Fig. 3(b) that the fine details like edges are
enhanced compared to its background.

Intensity = sum(ints,σ ) (2)

The saliencymaps are subjected to a rough set approach for
approximation of sets using granular information [22]. This
approach provides structures for the overlapping boundary in
given domain knowledge. If the boundary region of the set
Y is empty then it is a crisp set, otherwise, if the boundary
region is non-empty then it is rough set. Given a saliency
image, the process for granularization (g) is dividing the full
resolution of the image window into g = 4, several 4 × 4
resolution sub-windows. The sub-window is the granules of
knowledge where the pixel value classifies as foreground
or background. The uncertainty of a rough set is measured
by the roughness. Let p(B) and p(O) is the representation
of two properties, for gray level intervals 0, 1, . . . ,T and
T + 1,T + 2, . . . ,L − 1 that characterize background and
object regions respectively. As there is object and background
in the provided salient map, the rough set representation will
be applied on the two sets as defined in Equation (3) to
Equation (8).

Let inner approximation of the object be (OT )

OT = Ui Gi|Pj > T ,

∀j = 1, . . . ,mn and Pj is a pixel belonging to Gi
(3)

FIGURE 3. Saliency map of the detected text region.

Outer approximation of the object (OT ):

OT = Ui Gi, ∃j

j = 1, . . . ,mns.t.Pj > T where Pj is a pixel in Gi
(4)

Inner approximation of the background (BT ):

BT = Ui Gi|Pj ≤ T

∀j = 1, . . . ,mn and Pj is a pixel belonging to Gi
(5)

Outer approximation of the object (BT ):

BT = Ui Gi, ∃j

j = 1, . . . ,mns.t.Pj ≤ T where Pj is a pixel in Gi
(6)

Therefore, the rough set representation of the image, for
instance, objectOT and backgroundBT for a given Im×n and it
is depending on the value of T. Let the roughness of objectOT
and background BT as the definition ROT = 1−

∣∣OT ∣∣ / |OT |
as object roughness and RBT = 1−

∣∣BT ∣∣ / |BT | as background
roughness, where

∣∣ST ∣∣ and |ST | are cardinality of lower and
upper approximation of set S as refer to the object and back-
ground, respectively. The rough entropy will be calculated to
find the best threshold for the two-classification problem

RET = −e/2[ROT loge (ROT )+ RBT loge(RBT )] (7)

T ∗ = argmaxT RET (8)

The output of rough set theory can be seen in Fig. 4,
where one can see for the saliency maps in Fig. 4(a), binary
results given by the rough set as shown in Fig. 4(b). It is
observed from Fig. 4(b) that there is a clear spacing between
the components including anomaly components. Therefore,
the proposed approach uses two-pass connected component
labeling algorithm for segmenting each component from the
binary results as defined in Equation (9) to Equation (11). Let
� be the spatial space of the image. The connectivity of two
points P,Q ∈ � is represented in the following terms:

con (P,Q) =

{
1, if P,Q connected
0, otherwise

(9)
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FIGURE 4. Binary image generated by applying rough set theory on the
Saliency map. (a) Saliency Map. (b) Generated binary image based on
classifying the pixels using rough set theory.

The scanning-masks for 4/8 connected labeling are calcu-
lated based on the following:

M4(P) = {P,Pupper ,Pleft },

M8(P) = {P,Pupper ,Pleft ,Pupper−Pleft ,Pupper−Pright } (10)

Note that if P is at the edge of an image, some points P in
the upper definition do not exist. In this case con (P,P) is set
to 0 by definition. LetM be M4 orM8, then,

conm (P) = {Q ∈ M (P)|con (P,Q) = 1}⊂� (11)

B. ANOMALY DETECTION
As discussed earlier, the pixel values in saliency map, dis-
tribution, and angular information are extracted from each
segmented component. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that there
is a clear difference in pixels distribution (probability) for
text and anomaly (non-text) components. This shows that
though the shape of the anomaly component appears as a
text component, the pixel distribution make difference for
classification.

To classify anomaly components from text components,
the proposed method uses fuzzy logic as a classifier by
feeding extracted features as input. The feature values of the
image undergo fuzzification into fuzzy sets. The prediction of
the class label is done based on the features of each segmented
component. The prerequisite of the classifier is a training data
set which will be used to train the fuzzy classifier to predict
class labels as defined in Equation (12).

gk (x) =
(∑

i
βk,iτi(x)

)
/
(∑

i
τi(x)

)
(12)

The increasingmembership function utilized to distinguish
the intensity of saliency in the image in two classes fore-
ground as text, while logo and background as non-text as
shown in Fig. 6, where the membership function defined for
text and noise parts.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
There is no standard dataset available in the literature to
assess the proposed anomaly detection. As a result, number

FIGURE 5. Density distribution information.

FIGURE 6. Membership function.

of natural scene images extracted from MSRA-TD-500 [9]
and SVT [11] datasets are used for evaluation. We choose
the MSRA dataset since it was designed for arbitrary text
detection, this dataset has images consist of text with anomaly
attached to it. The reason of having this kind of images is that
finding a text that is arbitrarily inclined is more complicated
than determining the textual region for horizontal text. Thus,
more opportunities to improve improper bounding boxes
are existed, which include noises and many other factors.
on the same page, the second chosen dataset contains street
view photos with information such as building names, street
names, trees, and so on. As a result, text identification in such
photos is difficult. Aside from the complicated background,
the photographs are acquired from an oblique perspective,
which affects the quality of the images. Therefore, there is
an excellent opportunity to correct the text lines’ erroneous
bounding boxes. Figure 7 shows sample photos from the
MSRA and SVT datasets. The text lines are coupled with
special symbols and logos. In this study, forty-four photos
out of five hundred from the first dataset and thirty-nine
photos out of three hundred fifty from the second dataset
were chosen for experimentation. Despite the limited dataset
size, the photos are sophisticated enough to test the proposed
anomaly finding technique.

We implemented the following text finding and recogni-
tion methods to show that the proposed anomaly compo-
nent detection is effective. Character Region Awareness for
Text Detection was proposed by Baek et al. [3]. (CRAFT).
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FIGURE 7. Text detection results of the different methods on MSRA and
SVT datasets before anomaly detection.

Different techniques proposed for text detection will be used
in the evaluation and testing cycle, Differential Binarization
Network (DBNet) is one of them [1]. Progressive Scale
Expansion Network (PSENet) method that used for word
detection will be also tested [4]. End-to-end trainable neural
network for image-based sequence recognition and applied
it to scene text for recognition is nominated as one of the
selected works [2]. It recognizes text in natural scene images
using a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN).
Carbune et al. [12] propose a handwriting recognition system
based on LSTM. We utilize LSTM [12] to recognize scene
text in the images in this study since it is good at manag-
ing complex scenarios and can adapt to varied datasets and
applications. The above approaches were chosen to demon-
strate the efficiency of the suggested anomaly detection since
they are state-of-the-art and can handle complex scenarios.
Furthermore, while deep learning-based methods effectively
solve complex problems, they fall short in some typical
cases. We use the standard measures of recall (R), precision
(P), and F-measure (F1) to evaluate the performance of
the proposed anomaly component detection. Text detection
experiments employ the same measures. To demonstrate the
efficiency of the proposed, accuracy of text detection mea-
sured before and after anomaly component finding. Various
text detection methods are used to show that the proposed
anomaly component detection is adequate. In experiments,
the text detection result without anomaly components is fed
into the same text detection methods as the text detection
result with anomaly components. After anomaly component
detection, it is expected that text detection performance will
improve significantly. We use the word-level recognition rate
in our recognition experiments. Detected texts before and
after anomaly removal are sent to various recognition meth-
ods to verify the increase in the text recognition rate. In this
paper, we use the instructions from [9], [11] to measure the
performance of both recognition and detection.

FIGURE 8. Text detection results of the different methods (CRAFT, DBNet
and PSENet) on MSRA-TD-500 and SVT datasets after anomaly detection.

A. EVALUATING ANOMALY DETECTION
Table 1 shows the quantitative results of the proposed
anomaly component detection for the MSRA-TD-500 and
SVT datasets. We calculate measures for evaluating the
anomaly component detection step based on the output of
each text detection method. The proposed method performs
reasonably well for the MSRA-TD-500 and SVT datasets,
as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Enhancement of text detection using different known
techniques by adding the anomaly removal stage.

B. VALIDATING THE EFFECTIVNESS OF ANOMALY
DETECTION
Figures 8 and 9 show the qualitative results of used text
detection and recognition methods before and after anomaly
detection. Text detection methods, for example, fix proper
bounding boxes after removing anomaly components from
the text detection results, as shown in Fig. 8. Similarly,
the methods correctly recognize text after anomaly detection,
as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the recogni-
tion results before and after anomaly detection, respectively.
This demonstrates that the proposed anomaly detection aids
in text detection and recognition. Tables 2 and 3 show
the quantitative results of text detection and recognition
methods before and after anomaly detection, respectively.
The performance of the text detection and recognition
methods improves significantly after anomaly detection for
both datasets showing the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
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FIGURE 9. The effect of anomaly detection on recognition performance.

TABLE 2. Accuracy calculation for text detection with/without proposed
anomalies detection stage.

TABLE 3. Accuracy calculation for text recognition with/without
proposed anomalies detection stage.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a new method for detecting anomalies
in text detection results generated by text detection meth-
ods. The removal of these anomalies aids text detection
and recognition methods in improving their performance.
The proposed method uses a saliency map and rough set
theory to segment characters and anomaly components. The
proposed method extracts feature from the saliency map of
segmented components based on pixel distribution and phase
congruency for each segmented component. The features are
then fed into a fuzzy logic classifier for anomaly and text
component classification. The proposed anomaly detection
performs well on the MSRA-TD-500 and SVT datasets,
according to experimental results. Furthermore, investiga-
tions on two benchmark datasets before and after anomaly
detection reveal that text detection and recognition algo-
rithms perform much better after anomaly detection show-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed method. The proposed
method’s performance may be affect-ed by excessive noise,
blur, and other aberrations. The next goal is to develop a
reliable system for detecting anomalies in noisy and blurred
environments.
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